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In 2015, management decided to invest in the FACTS system from Carrier Logistics Inc (CLI). 

After installing the new system, FMD added a new mapping enhancement in early 2016 to track 

drivers in real time stop-to-stop and give alerts on any shipment delays every day. 

“The ability to meet both our accounting and operational needs helps us integrate all our 

departments and adds $2,000 to our bottom line each month by preventing lost billing,” said 

Deirdre Hoover, FMD operations manager.  “If the ticket is typed correctly, the bill will also be 

without error in its entry and distribution and FMD customers now get an alert if there is any 

delay to a shipment, keeping them up-to-date on deliveries.” 

 
 
http://www.ccjdigital.com/automating-cash-flow-part-3-cleaning-invoices-to-prevent-delays/ 


